Memorandum for Nuclear Physics Research Committee Meeting
of November 2nd

Programme of Emulsion Experiments

January - March 1962

The K-meson experiments E31, E34(i) and E39 are regarded as admitted for this period. [See Table 3 of Minutes of Sixth Nuclear Physics Committee Meeting.

At its last meeting the Emulsion Experiments Committee decided that three further experiments should be put forward for consideration by the NPRC. For all these experiments considerable preparatory work has already been done both in CERN and in the outside laboratories. The experiments are:

E7  Final part of Monopole Experiment (Berkeley-CERN-Rome collaboration)  2 shifts
E10  "Burning-spot" Experiment (Bern)  2 shifts
E11  $^\circ$ Experiment (Initially CERN-Lausanne collaboration)  Time required to be evaluated after November test run.

Detailed accounts of these experiments are being circulated; they will be presented to the joint meeting of the three Experiments Committees on November 1st.

It is not completely clear that we could be in a position to carry out E11 during the first three months of next year, until we know the results of the November test run.

J. Combe
W. O. Lock